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CHIPPEWA FALLS - Allen D. Shafer, 71, of Chippewa Falls, died Monday, June 28, 2021 at American Lutheran Home in Menomonie. Allen was born April 7, 1950 in Chippewa Falls, the son of Rodney H.
Allen D. Shafer
MINNEAPOLIS (WCCO) – A man is dead after his motorcycle was hit by a tractor in Shafer on Friday morning. According to the State Patrol, the farming tractor was traveling south on Chisago ...
Motorcyclist Dies After Collision With Tractor In Shafer
(The latter number is my back-of-napkin calc for a Simpsons voice actor.) I’ll narrow that down for you by using the excellent VA Indie Rate Guide from Voice Acting Club as the basis of costs.
Getting excellent voice acting into your indie game - part 1
Ransomware gangs are increasingly turning to specialists to complete their capers on corporations, according to a Dark Net intelligence provider. A report issued Friday by Tel Aviv-based Kela noted ...
Cybercriminals Employing Specialists To Maximize Ill-Gotten Gains
It appears that The Simpsons did it again by predicting billionaire Richard Branson's flight into space, and Virgin Atlantic published the evidence.
The Simpsons Predicted Richard Branson's Space Trip
This time, the protagonist of a supposed premonition is Richard Branson's trip to space. The Virgin Atlantic Twitter account, owned by the British mogul, posted alleged evidence that the space odyssey ...
'The Simpsons' predicted Richard Branson's space trip just like everything else
WAVERLY-Rose Sands is celebrating her 95th birthday with a card shower. Rose was born on June 29, 1926, in Strawberry Point. She later married Bob Sands on December 29, 1946. He later passed ...
Rose Sands
Actor Charles Grodin ... ago Boy Called 'Living Miracle' Six Years After He Accidentally Shot HimselfBrooke Shafer reports he and his family are helping to raise awareness about gun safety.
WEB EXTRA: Actor Charles Grodin Dead At 86
"Ned's Declassified School Survival Guide" actor Lindsey Shaw apologized after a video of her imitating a Black TikToker's dance was criticized.
Actor Lindsey Shaw said she is temporarily leaving social media following accusations that she mocked a Black TikToker's dance
Here’s a sampling of virtual, and occasionally in-person, family-friendly shows, concerts, activities and other events over the next several weeks. In-person Aren’t You … ?: Aug 20-29, Lucie Stern ...
Bay Area offers dozens of in-person and virtual events
After a recent investigation by Anandtech pointed out that a number of popular apps were experiencing sluggish performance on the OnePlus 9 and OnePlus 9 Pro, OnePlus has now admitted to throttling ...
OnePlus Admits It Throttles Popular Apps on Its Flagship Phones
In this guide, you will learn the steps to remove the preview version of Windows 11 to roll back to the stable version of Windows 10 if the new OS is causing problems, or you simply don't like it.
How to roll back to Windows 10 if the Windows 11 preview is acting up
Mint Mobile, a rather successful low-cost cellular carrier in the United States (and in which Deadpool actor Ryan Reynolds owns a stake), is apparently telling customers that it recently suffered a ...
Mint Mobile suffers possible data breach — what you need to do
ColorTokens recently released Xaccess, which extends zero trust access to remote employees, third parties, and contractors.
How ColorTokens relays zero trust data to remote employees, third parties
Derek Chauvin Sentencing: Legal Expert Thinks Ex-Cop Will Get At Least 25 YearsDerek Chauvin, the former Minneapolis police officer convicted of murdering George Floyd, could face more than 30 ...
Jay Shafer
Thomas Page, CNN French filmmaker Julia Ducournau has become only the second female director to win the Palme d’Or, the Cannes Film Festival’s top prize, for her film “Titane.” In a shock moment, jury ...
Cannes Film Festival 2021: ‘Titane’ wins Palme d’Or; Julia Ducournau becomes second female director to win top prize
The actor paid the most to say the least was Jack Nicholson as the Joker in “Batman.” He received $166,101 per word for a total of 585 words. The 1989 film has an IMDb user rating of 7.6/10 ...
The Actor Who Was Paid the Most to Say the Least
44 minutes ago At Least One Dead, Nine Injured In Partial Collapse Of Surfside CondoBrooke Shafer reports its unknown ... stories about Tinessa Hogan acting strange before her daughters were ...
11-Year-Old Girl Fights Off Knife-Wielding Florida Man During Attempted Kidnapping
Expanded programs focus on engaging students first, then academics will be the focus in New Jersey summer school programs after COVID.

Poet, actor, playwright, surrealist, drug addict, asylum inmate—Antonin Artaud (1896–1949) is one of the twentieth century’s most enigmatic personalities and idiosyncratic thinkers. In this biography, David A. Shafer takes readers on a voyage through Artaud’s life, which he spent amid the company of France’s most influential cultural figures, even as he stood apart from them. Shafer casts Artaud as a person with tenacious values. Even though Artaud was born in the
material comfort of a bourgeois family from Marseille, he uncompromisingly rejected bourgeois values and norms. Becoming famous as an actor, director, and author, he would use his position to challenge contemporary assumptions about the superiority of the West, the function of speech, the purpose of culture, and the individual’s agency over his or her body. In this way—as Shafer points out—Artaud embodied the revolutionary spirit of France. And as Shafer shows,
although Artaud was immensely productive, he struggled profoundly with his creative process, hindered by narcotics addiction, increasing paranoia, and an overwhelming sense of alienation. Situating Artaud’s contributions within the frenzy of his life and that of the twentieth century at large, this book is a compelling and fresh biography that pays tribute to its subject’s lasting cultural reverberations.
A Study Guide for Eugene O'Neill's "Beyond the Horizon," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Drama For Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Drama For Students for all of your research needs.

Black Acting Methods seeks to offer alternatives to the Euro-American performance styles that many actors find themselves working with. A wealth of contributions from directors, scholars and actor trainers address afrocentric processes and aesthetics, and interviews with key figures in Black American theatre illuminate their methods. This ground-breaking collection is an essential resource for teachers, students, actors and directors seeking to reclaim, reaffirm or even
redefine the role and contributions of Black culture in theatre arts. "

King Lear is arguably the most complex and demanding play in the whole of Shakespeare. Once thought impossible to stage, today it is performed with increasing frequency, both in Britain and America. It has been staged more often in the last fifty years than in the previous 350 years of its performance history, its bleak message clearly chiming in with the growing harshness, cruelty and violence of the modern world. Performing King Lear offers a very different and
practical perspective from most studies of the play, being centred firmly on the reality of creation and performance. The book is based on Jonathan Croall's unique interviews with twenty of the most distinguished actors to have undertaken this daunting role during the last forty years, including Donald Sinden, Tim Pigott-Smith, Timothy West, Julian Glover, Oliver Ford Davies, Derek Jacobi, Christopher Plummer, Michael Pennington, Brian Cox and Simon Russell Beale.
He has also talked to two dozen leading directors who have staged the play in London, Stratford and elsewhere. Among them are Nicholas Hytner, David Hare, Kenneth Branagh, Adrian Noble, Deborah Warner, Jonathan Miller and Dominic Dromgoole. Each reveals in precise and absorbing detail how they have dealt with the formidable challenge of interpreting and staging Shakespeare's great tragedy.
Films are alphabetical by title, with an index to actors.
The celebrated survival guide for the working actor - now completely updated and expanded with a foreword by Tony award-winning actor Joe Mantegna! Renowned for more than two decades as the most comprehensive resource for actors, How to Be a Working Actor is a must-read for achieving success in The Business. Now this "Bible of the Biz" has been completely revised and greatly expanded to address new markets, ever-changing opportunities, and the many new
ways today's actors find work. Talent manager, teacher, and career coach Mari Lyn Henry and actress, author, and spokeswoman Lynne Rogers combine their extensive skills and years of experience to cover all the essentials of how to market yourself, land roles, and manage a successful career. They also include expert advice from scores of other industry experts - well-known actors, agents, managers, casting directors, and teachers. How to Be a Working Actor is loaded
with advice on how to: - put together a professional wardrobe - get a head shot that brings out the real you - create a resume that really works - find the training to develop your talents - communicate effectively with agents and managers - use the internet to promote your business and explore new opportunities - get the most value out of union membership - excel at auditions and screen tests - discover how to get work in regional markets - cope with success How to Be a
Working Actor takes a no-nonsense approach to the whole business of being a working actor, with detailed information on how to live on a budget in New York and Los Angeles, what the acting jobs are and what they pay, even how to find a survival strategy that will augment your career. And an extensive section on script analysis shows you how to investigate the depth of a character to create a memorable audition for roles in theatre, film, and television.

The Advocate is a lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender (LGBT) monthly newsmagazine. Established in 1967, it is the oldest continuing LGBT publication in the United States.
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